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Encyclopedia of Separation Science 2000

volume 1 of this resource encyclopedia contains level 1 which provides a broad overview of the theory of

the 12 main categories of separation techniques volumes 2 4 level 2 expand coverage with detailed

theoretical and technical descriptions of particular techniques the remaining volumes 5 9 level 3 cover

applications of these techniques from the micro to the macro and from the analytical laboratory bench to

large scale industrial processes the last volume consists mainly of the index

An Introduction to Separation Science 1973-11-09

a comprehensive integrated view of separation science introduction to separation science offers a unified

treatment of the fundamentals and practical applications of separation the book places an emphasis on

laboratory and analytical separations and takes this unified approach to address the fact that practical

applications in separation have been developed and used in a variety of unrelated disciplines the result is

a complete overview of separation techniques within these varied disparate areas of practice providing the

perfect guide to the reader who wishes to become familiar with separation techniques in fields outside

their own

Encyclopedia of Separation Science 2000-09-06

the encyclopedia of separation science is the most comprehensive resource available on the theory

techniques and applications of separation science the work presents information on three levels the first

volume contains level 1 which provides a broad overview of the theory of the 12 main categories of

separation techniques volumes 2 4 level 2 expand coverage with detailed theoretical and technical

descriptions of particular techniques the remaining volumes 5 9 level 3 cover applications of these

techniques from the micro to the macro and also from the analytical laboratory bench to large scale

industrial processes volume 10 consists mainly of the index initial access to the online version offering

extensive hypertext linking and advanced search tools is available with purchase ongoing access is

maintained for a minimum annual fee the encyclopedia of separation science is the first truly

comprehensive work covering the whole of separation theory methods and techniques this encyclopedia

will be invaluable to researchers and professionals across a wide range of areas in academia and industry

enclyclopedia of separation science is available online via sciencedirect offering enhanced features such

as extensive cross referencing and dynamic linking for more information please info sciencedirect com

reference works works available separation index shtml click here

Handbook of Separation Techniques for Chemical Engineers 1997

all in one database of 38 proven separation techniques helps you design efficient cost effective systems

the first time every time batch distillation problems solved melt crystallization techniques that save time

and money air stripping simplified and much much more this new edition of the one and only handbook
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covering all major methods used to separate chemicals shares with you the knowledge and experience of

44 experts and information that is vital to your industry and job this solutions oriented book explains in

detail all the industrially accepted techniques for separating chemicals from one another without the use of

chemical reactions look to this book for every method of dealing with every mixture including liquid liquid

liquids with dissolved solids liquid solid solid solid gas liquid and gas solid new sections in the third edition

cover design of tray columns air stripping melt crystallization dust collectors and hot gas barrier filtration in

addition the chapters on batch distillation steam distillation and stripping design of packed columns

evaporation crystallization from solutions centrifugration drying of solids in liquids and gas solid separation

have been completely rewritten

Separation Techniques in Chemistry and Biochemistry 1967

particle separation techniques fundamentals instrumentation and selected applications presents the latest

research in the field of particle separation methods this edited book authored by subject specialists is

logically organized in sections grouping the separation techniques according to their preparative or

analytical purposes and the particle type along with the traditional and classical separation methods

suitable for micronic particles an update survey of techniques appropriate for nanoparticle characterization

is presented this book fills the gap in the literature of particle suspension analysis of a synthetic but

comprehensive manual helping the reader to identify and apply selected techniques it provides an

overview of the techniques available to a reader who is not an expert on particle separation yet about to

enter the field design an experiment or buy an instrument for his her new lab presents a resource that is

ideal for anyone preparing samples across a variety of fields including pharmaceuticals food science

pollution analysis and control agricultural products and more includes real case examples discussed by

leading experts in the field provides chapters that contain a unique common table that summarizes points

of strength and the weaknesses of each technique

Particle Separation Techniques 2022-07-22

basic separation techniques in biochemistry provides information on the basic separation techniques most

commonly employed in biochemical research the basic principles and applications of the routine methods

for the fractionation of subcellular macromolecules have been discussed in simple and comprehensive

manner the methodology of each technique is presented in a precise and concise way for meaningful

understanding to a beginner student the book is in eight chapters each with statement of objectives the

book will prove of value to undergraduate students of biochemistry chemistry and biology as

supplementary reading text to more advanced texts in laboratory techniques

Recent Advances in Separation Techniques 1972

separation of chemical species is a gate to final success of synthesis and preparation of compounds in

pure and defined state variability of natural and artificial mixtures to be treated is enormous task of
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chemistry is to separate components of homogeneous mixtures the gaseous and liquid solutions the book

concentrates on understanding the basic philosophies of both equilibrium and nonequilibrium chemical

thermodynamics and engineering performance that lay in principle of separation technique such as

distillation crystallization centrifugation sorption membrane separations chromatography and liquid liquid

extraction specific phenomena connected with photochemical separation isotope composition and

radioactivity are discussed as well the book is written for advanced students of chemistry having the

knowledge of physical chemistry calculation examples are based on the international system of units

unique list of over 1 300 full references covers scientific literature of the eighteenth to the twenty first

centuries

Basic Separation Techniques in Biochemistry 1998

focusing on what has been one of the driving forces behind the development of lab on a chip devices

separation methods in microanalytical systems explores the implementation realization and operation of

separation techniques and related complex workflows on microfabricated devices the book details the

design manufacture and integration of diverse components needed to perform an entire analytical

procedure on a single miniaturized device this volume is valuable reference for scientists and engineers

anticipating the demand for function specific chemical separation systems in biomedical diagnostics

environmental monitoring and drug discovery applications

Separations Chemistry 2016-06-06

separation methods in organic chemistry and biochemistry aims to provide perspectives for the commonly

used separations methods and to discuss indications for their use the book discusses the determination of

molecular properties useful in separation based on micro test methods paper chromatography thin layer

chromatography and electrophoresis the text then describes the theoretical principles of group separation

procedures liquid liquid partition ion exchange selectivity gel permeation and adsorption methods of

influencing the selectivity coefficients the basic theory of fractionation methods and the principles of

application are also encompassed biochemists and chemists will find the book useful

Separation Methods In Microanalytical Systems 2005-09-09

the separation of a mixture into its individual components is one of the most fundamental procedures in

analytical and industrial chemistry this classic book in analytical chemistry provides a comprehensive yet

systematic outline of all known separation methods through its detailed treatment of the basic principles of

separation possibilities it not only covers what is currently known but also represents a treasure trove of

methods that are still awaiting further development it is clearly structured and contains interesting

examples further reading and a detailed index an indispensable book for advanced students of natural

sciences chemistry biochemistry food chemistry pharmacy clinical chemistry environmental sciences and

technology chemical engineering chemical physical measurement biotechnology as well as teachers of
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these disciplines

Separation Methods in Organic Chemistry and Biochemistry

2013-10-22

modern methods for the separation of rarer metal ions describes several separation methods of more than

50 elements this book is divided into 19 chapters that include separation methods involving the actinide

elements rare earths and many rarer elements of the main and transition groups of the periodic table the

introductory chapter discusses the principles of the separation techniques presented in this book the

remaining chapters explore the application of specific separation methods such as ion exchange

chromatography liquid liquid extraction distillation and coprecipitation the approach of each chapter is a

presentation of separation principle of an element first followed by numerous examples of applications to

the solution of practical problems encountered in separation chemistry chapters 2 and 3 examine the

separations involving the actinides and rare earth elements using ion exchange and liquid liquid extraction

these are followed by chapters dealing with separations of other rarer elements which have been

arranged according to their position in the periodic table these elements are li rb cs fr be ra ga in tl ge ag

au ti zr hf v nb ta mo w tc re and the platinum metals this book will be of great use to analytical chemists

Separation Techniques in Analytical Chemistry 2023-07-24

adsorptive bubble separation techniques focuses on the mechanisms of the various adsorptive bubble

separation methods this book examines the various adsorptive bubble separation techniques including ion

flotation foam fractionation precipitate flotation mineral flotation bubble fractionation and solvent sublation

organized into 20 chapters this book starts with an overview of the certain important properties of foam

this text then examines the results of several separations as well as the results of additional studies into

the mechanisms of the different techniques other chapters explain the studies of foam separation in the

case of synthetic solutions which provide a good knowledge of the extraction mechanisms of the

radioactive cations cesium cerium and strontium this book discusses as well the experimental and

theoretical work on foam separation done in israel the final chapter deals with the separation of

surfactants and metallic ions at various places around the world this book is a valuable resource for

materials scientists engineers and chemists

Modern Methods for the Separation of Rarer Metal Ions 2013-10-22

this reference examines innovations in separation science for improved sensitivity and cost efficiency

increased speed higher sample throughput and lower solvent consumption in the assessment evaluation

and validation of emerging drug compounds it investigates breakthroughs in sample pretreatment hplc

mass spectrometry capillary electrophoresis and therapeutic drug monitoring for improved productivity

precision and safety in clinical chemistry biomedical analysis and forensic research from saliva hair and
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biological samples to illegal drugs and toxins separation techniques in clinical chemistry is a thorough

single source guide for analytical organic pharmaceutical medicinal physical surface and colloid chemists

and biochemists and upper level undergraduate and graduate students in these disciplines

Adsorptive Bubble Separation Techniques 2012-12-02

chromatography and all the related separation techniques are experimental in their origin and justification

however the spectacular progress made in this area since world war ii has given rise to a theoretical

underpinning the present book covers the current status of the research area and places it in perspective

with the general concepts of the fields of physical chemistry involved the asi lectures authors well known

leaders in their fields have written presentations at the graduate level accessible to all those who have a

good general background in the thermodynamics and mass transfer theory of phase equilibria the book

will be useful to young scientists and engineers who wish to access the current frontiers in

chromatography and other separation sciences

Separation Techniques: Liquid-liquid systems 1980

driven by the widespread growth of proteomic practices protein separation techniques have been refined

to minimize variability optimize particular applications and adapt to user preferences in the analysis of

proteins separation methods in proteomics provides a comprehensive examination of all major separation

techniques for proteomic

Separation Techniques in Chemistry and Biochemistry 1967

advanced low cost separation techniques in interface science volume 30 helps scientists and researchers

in academia and industry gain expert knowledge on how to use separation techniques at minimal cost and

energy usage it handles a broad range of highly relevant topics including modern flotation techniques low

cost materials in liquid and gas phase adsorption new trends in molecular imprinting graphenes in

separation nanobubbles and biopolymers in interface science the reuse of biomaterials green techniques

for wastewaters and modeling in environmental interfaces the book shows that these techniques can be

both attractive for both research and industrial purposes it is intended for chemical engineers working in

wastewater treatment industries membrane industries pharmaceutical industries textile or tanneries

industries hybrid topic industries and energy industries focuses on cost and energy saving separation

techniques in interface science discusses multiple techniques including flotation adsorption materials

synthesis and more combines in a single source separation techniques advanced methodologies and the

low cost potential of the techniques describes techniques that are attractive for both research and

industrial purposes
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Separation Techniques in Clinical Chemistry 2003-05-28

food manufacturers researchers and society in general are increasingly highly interested in the quality and

origin of food products considering the complexity of the food chain in a globalized world where many

players are involved between production and consumption fraudulent food manipulation and adulteration

practices are increasingly easier to conduct without being detected generally food adulteration is carried

out to increase volume to mask the presence of inferior quality components and to replace authentic

substances for the seller s economic gain analytical methodologies to guarantee food integrity and

authenticity are therefore required chromatographic and related separation techniques in food integrity and

authenticity volume a advances in chromatographic techniques addresses fraud prevention and the latest

chromatographic and related separation analytical techniques to guarantee food integrity and authenticity

by giving special attention to relevant authenticity issues in food production chromatographic and related

separation techniques in food integrity and authenticity volume b relevant applications addresses the

relevant application of techniques to assess different food products integrity and authenticity

Theoretical Advancement in Chromatography and Related Separation

Techniques 2012-12-06

surveys the selection design and operation of most of the industrially important separation processes

discusses the underlying principles on which the processes are based and provides illustrative examples

of the use of the processes in a modern context features thorough treatment of newer separation

processes based on membranes adsorption chromatography ion exchange and chemical complexation

includes a review of historically important separation processes such as distillation absorption extraction

leaching and crystallization and considers these techniques in light of recent developments affecting them

Separation Methods In Proteomics 2005-12-12

this is a completely revised and updated sequel to a practical approach to chiral separations by liquid

chromatography by the same editor the scope has been extended to further chiral separation techniques

like electrophoresis membrane separations or biological assays more emphasis is put on preparative

separation techniques from reviews of the previous edition a team of experts from academic and industrial

laboratories throughout the world have compiled their findings and experience to make this book an

exceptionally timely and unique contribution to the field european journal of drug metabolism the dense

mass of information contained in this book will make it a valuable resource chemical engineering research

this is a worthwhile addition to the expanding chiral literature and the book should be of value to those

working in this field the analyst
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Advanced Low-Cost Separation Techniques in Interface Science

2019-08-24

over the last few years several new instrumental techniques have been introduced for chromatographie

separations in addition rapid developments in existing methods such as preparative hplc have taken place

despite these advances how ever a handbook covering the various preparative aspects ofthe new

separation tech niques does not exist this book is an attempt to fill the gap and to present a compila tion

of modern separation techniques that will be useful for researchers faced with day to day preparative

problems numerous examples of separations have been selected in order to show the possibilities and

also the limits of each technique treated these are often either applications from our own laboratory or

else they reflect the approach we have been following for the isolation of natural products from plant

sourees owing to the large number of published papers and the diversity of secondary plant constituents

an exhaustive survey of the literature has not been undertaken we hope however that the examples

selected will suggest to the reader which technique s and which conditions to choose for a particular

isolation problem in the field of natural products for invaluable help in the preparation of the manuscript for

this book we would like to thank corinne appolonia and christine marston lausanne november 1985 k

hostettmann m hostettmann a marston foreword although not many people realize this isolation and

purification of biologically active materials is becoming increasingly crucial

Separation Techniques 1980

this book covers liquid chromatography gas chromatography and capillary electrophoresis the three main

separation techniques lately available applied to key omic sciences such as genomics proteomics

metabolomics and foodomics the fundamentals of each technique are not covered herein instead the

recent advances in such techniques are presented focusing on the application to omics analyses and

unique aspects in each case this volume intends to offer wide ranging options available to researchers on

omics sciences and how to integrate them in order to achieve the comprehension of a biological system

as a whole omic sciences have been of ultimate importance to comprehend the complex biochemical

reactions and related events that occurs upon a biological system the classical central dogma of

molecular biology which states that genetic information flows unidirectionally from dna to rna and then to

proteins has been gradually replaced by the systems biology approach this book presents a

multidisciplinary approach that explains the biological system as a whole where the entire organism is

influenced by a variety of internal events as well as by the environment showing that each level of the

biological information flux may influence the previous or the subsequent one

Separation Methods in Chemical Analysis 1974

this book reviews methods and techniques for separating food components and products of the

biotechnology industry the introduction focuses on food composition and some of the conventional
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separation techniques subsequent chapters deal with each specific type or area of application individually

and include information on the basic principles industrial equipment available commercial applications and

an overview of research and development

Chromatographic And Related Separation Techniques In Food Integrity

And Authenticity (A 2-volume Set) 2021-06-24

due to increasing demand for potable and irrigation water new scientific research is being conducted to

deal with wastewater from a variety of sources novel water treatment and separation methods simulation

of chemical processes presents a selection of research related to applications of chemical processes for

wastewater treatment separation techniques and modeling and simulation of chemical processes among

the many topics are degradation of herbicide removal of anionic dye efficient sun light driven

photocatalysis removal of copper and iron using green activated carbon defluoridation of drinking water

removal of calcium and magnesium from wastewater using ion exchange resins degradation of vegetable

oil refinery wastewater novel separation techniques including microwave assisted extraction and more the

volume presents selected examples in wastewater treatment highlighting some recent examples of

processes such as photocatalytic degradation emulsion liquid membrane novel photocatalyst for

degradation of various pollutants and adsorption of heavy metals the book goes on to explore some novel

separation techniques such as microwave assisted extraction anhydrous ethanol through molecular sieve

dehydration batch extraction from leaves of syzygium cumini known as jambul jambolan jamblang or

jamun and reactive extraction these novel separation techniques have proved be advantageous over

conventional methods the volume also looks at modeling and simulation of chemical processes including

chapters on flow characteristics of novel solid liquid multistage circulating fluidized bed mathematical

modeling and simulation of gasketed plate heat exchangers optimization of the adsorption capacity of

prepared activated carbon and modeling of ethanol water separation by pervaporation along with topics on

simulation using chemcad software the diverse chapters share and encourage new ideas methods and

applications in ongoing advances in this growing area of chemical engineering and technology it will be a

valuable resource for researchers and faculty and industrialists as well as for students

Handbook of Separation Process Technology 1987-05-13

advanced separations technology is key to closing the nuclear fuel cycle and relieving future generations

from the burden of radioactive waste produced by the nuclear power industry nuclear fuel reprocessing

techniques not only allow for recycling of useful fuel components for further power generation but by also

separating out the actinides lanthanides and other fission products produced by the nuclear reaction the

residual radioactive waste can be minimised indeed the future of the industry relies on the advancement

of separation and transmutation technology to ensure environmental protection criticality safety and non

proliferation i e security of radioactive materials by reducing their long term radiological hazard advanced

separation techniques for nuclear fuel reprocessing and radioactive waste treatment provides a
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comprehensive and timely reference on nuclear fuel reprocessing and radioactive waste treatment part

one covers the fundamental chemistry engineering and safety of radioactive materials separations

processes in the nuclear fuel cycle including coverage of advanced aqueous separations engineering as

well as on line monitoring for process control and safeguards technology part two critically reviews the

development and application of separation and extraction processes for nuclear fuel reprocessing and

radioactive waste treatment the section includes discussions of advanced purex processes the urex

concept fission product separations and combined systems for simultaneous radionuclide extraction part

three details emerging and innovative treatment techniques initially reviewing pyrochemical processes and

engineering highly selective compounds for solvent extraction and developments in partitioning and

transmutation processes that aim to close the nuclear fuel cycle the book concludes with other advanced

techniques such as solid phase extraction supercritical fluid and ionic liquid extraction and biological

treatment processes with its distinguished international team of contributors advanced separation

techniques for nuclear fuel reprocessing and radioactive waste treatment is a standard reference for all

nuclear waste management and nuclear safety professionals radiochemists academics and researchers in

this field a comprehensive and timely reference on nuclear fuel reprocessing and radioactive waste

treatment details emerging and innovative treatment techniques reviewing pyrochemical processes and

engineering as well as highly selective compounds for solvent extraction discusses the development and

application of separation and extraction processes for nuclear fuel reprocessing and radioactive waste

treatment

Separation Techniques Thermodynamics Liquid Crystal Polymers

2014-03-12

a comprehensive manual for the analyst or chromatographer for evaluating and using the various tandem

systems obtained by combining different methods of chromatography and spectroscopy it introduces the

reader to the different separation techniques that can be combined with spectroscopic techniques gives

essential details of the different interface designs that are necessary for each tandem technique provides

practical examples of the use of each technique describing the analytical performance and sensitivity in

terms that allow direct comparison between techniques in addition to describing research prototype

tandem combinations it presents commercially available systems offers many detailed diagrams to

facilitate rapid comprehension

Chiral Separation Techniques 2001

discussing the state of the art of the proposed topics in one single book for probing the polar metabolome

using relevant examples is unique and needed in the metabolomics field
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Preparative Chromatography Techniques 2014-03-12

interfacial separation of particles is concerned with the processing and separation of fine solid particles in

liquid solutions using interfacial technology interfacial separation has been finding wide application in

many industrial fields such as pigment and filler production mineral processing environmental protection

hydrometallurgy bioengineering food and beverage industry and chemical industry this book describes all

interfacial separation techniques and discusses the general and specific fundamentals of the techniques

the book intends to promote theoretical understanding and the more promising developments of interfacial

separation technology whilst broadening the reader s background knowledge of industrial suspensions is

clearly written based on strong systematic science fundamentals provides comprehensive coverage on

particle technology mineral processing and water treatment includes practical examples from the different

industrial fields

Separation Techniques Applied to Omics Sciences 2021-10-09

unifies the complex welter of techniques used for chemical separations by clearly formulating the concepts

that are common to them the mass transport phenomena underlying all separation processes are

developed in a simple physical mathematical form the limitations and optimum performance of alternative

separation techniques and the factors enhancing and limiting separation power can thus be described and

explored generously illustrated and contains numerous exercises long awaited in the scientific community

it breaks new ground in understanding separation processes

Separation Processes in the Food and Biotechnology Industries

1996-01-15

the first book devoted exclusively to a highly popular relatively new detection technique charged aerosol

detection for liquid chromatography and related separation techniques presents a comprehensive review

of cad theory describes its advantages and limitations and offers extremely well informed

recommendations for its practical use using numerous real world examples based on contributors

professional experiences it provides priceless insights into the actual and potential applications of cad

across a wide range of industries charged aerosol detection can be combined with a variety of separation

techniques and in numerous configurations while it has been widely adapted for an array of industrial and

research applications with great success it is still a relatively new technique and its fundamental

performance characteristics are not yet fully understood this book is intended as a tool for scientists

seeking to identify the most effective and efficient uses of charged aerosol detection for a given

application moving naturally from basic to advanced topics the author relates fundamental principles

practical uses and applications across a range of industrial settings including pharmaceuticals

petrochemicals biotech and more offers timely authoritative coverage of the theory experimental

techniques and end user applications of charged aerosol detection includes contributions from experts
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from various fields of applications who explore cad s advantages over traditional hplc techniques as well

its limitations provides a current theoretical and practical understanding of cad derived from authorities on

aerosol technology and separation sciences features numerous real world examples that help relate

fundamental properties and general operational variables of cad to its performance in a variety of

conditions charged aerosol detection for liquid chromatography and related separation techniques is a

valuable resource for scientists who use chromatographic techniques in academic research and across an

array of industrial settings including the biopharmaceutical biotechnology biofuel chemical environmental

and food and beverage industries among others

Novel Water Treatment and Separation Methods 2017-09-18

this springer laboratory volume introduces the reader to advanced techniques for the separation and

fractionation of polyolefins it includes detailed information on experimental protocols and procedures

addressing the experimental background of different polyolefin fractionation techniques in great detail the

book summarizes important applications in all major fractionation methods with emphasis on

multidimensional analytical approaches it comprises the most powerful modern techniques such as high

temperature size exclusion chromatography ht sec for molar mass analysis temperature rising elution

fractionation tref and crystallization analysis fractionation crystaf for the analysis of chemical composition

and branching high temperature two dimensional liquid chromatography ht 2d lc solvent and temperature

gradient interaction chromatography sgic and tgic and crystallization elution fractionation cef beginners as

well as experienced chromatographers will benefit from this concise introduction to a great variety in

instrumentation separation procedures and applications with detailed descriptions of experimental

approaches for the analysis of complex polyolefins the readers are offered a toolbox to solve simple as

well as sophisticated separation tasks the book starts with an introduction into the molecular complexity of

polyolefins the most widely used synthetic polymers with rapidly growing production capacities it

systematically discusses crystallization based fractionation techniques including tref crystaf and cef and

column chromatographic techniques for molar mass chemical composition and microstructure as well as

the combination of different fractionations in multidimensional experimental setups this book also includes

basic information on the application of high temperature field flow fractionation

Advanced Separation Techniques for Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing and

Radioactive Waste Treatment 2011-03-15

this book describes the analytical approach to testing over 160 important dietary supplement ingredients in

addition to the methods there is significant guidance provided on how to develop modify and improve

testing techniques the procedures in this book include some of the most modern technologies that are

available in the laboratory today these basic principles of method development and troubleshooting can be

implemented for food and food safety testing drug development research and agricultural areas the

contents of this book contain a very comprehensive collection of valuable analytical tools
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Tandem Techniques 1997-04-03

Advanced Mass Spectrometry-based Analytical Separation Techniques

for Probing the Polar Metabolome 2021-07-21

Interfacial Separation of Particles 2005

Unified Separation Science 1991-01-16

New Chemical Engineering Separation Techniques 1962

Separation Chemistry 1992

Charged Aerosol Detection for Liquid Chromatography and Related

Separation Techniques 2017-05-30

Advanced Separation Techniques for Polyolefins 2014-08-27

Dietary Supplement Test Methods: Liquid Chromatography Separation

Techniques And Application 2022-04-21
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